We demonstrate that a self-assembled monolayer consisting of an alkylthiol coupled synthetic peptide adsorbed to a gold substrate results in a sensitive receptor surface for specific recognition of protein molecules. The affinity constant of this binding is comparable with that of an antibody-antigen reaction. Evidence is found that such a receptor surface is capable of reversible binding.
Introduction
As has been demonstrated repeatedly [ 11, immunosensors appear to form an important subclass among the various chemical sensor systems that are under development. One of their attractive aspects is the fact that the sensing elements, the (monoclonal) antibodies, can be obtained using well known biotechnological procedures with a specific affinity to almost any particular target molecule. Generally, specific affinity constants are of the order of 10s-lO1o M-l, and thus these molecules, immobilized to some suitable substrate, provide a solid basis for a highly sensitive sensor system. However, generally the binding between antibody and target molecule is essentially ireversible, implying that antibodies as receptors can only be used in batchtype assays. Moreover, immobilization procedures of the antibody involve the use of certain chemical groups situated at different locations of the molecule. This has the result that the antibody is not uniformly immobilized, resulting in a partial obstruction of antibody binding sites, and thus suboptimal specific affinity of the receptor surface. In addition, in the case when target molecules are relatively small, it can be a serious drawback for optical transducer principles which utilize the evanescent field that antibodies (MW z 1.50 kD) are rather bulky in their dimensions.
In this paper we discuss whether the use of an ordered array of small synthetic peptides (MW z 2 kD), mimicking the antibody binding site, can assist in the solution of the above-mentioned problems. We show that such an array can be conveniently immobilized on a gold substrate as a self-assembling monolayer [2-71 composed of a mixture of thiol-peptides and alkylthiols. The resulting self-assembling receptor layer (SAR) (for an impression of such a layer see Fig. 1 ) is characterized with respect to its specific affinity for the target molecule.
Experimental details
Peptides with well-defined amino-acid sequences that are expected to allow for specific recognition of the Also, the corresponding alkylthiol chains with the peptide moiety replaced by a hydroxygroup were prepared (compound C). These molecules are intended to provide a spatial separation of the peptides in the SAR (cJ Fig. 1 ). Also, a compound D was synthesized, similar to compound B but with a different amino acid sequence. This "dummy" D, which is not expected to bind, can be considered as a reference molecule for the binding studies carried out with compound B.
SARs were prepared on freshly evaporated gold layers (thickness approximately 50 nm) by sequential adsorption of the constituent molecules A/C or B/C. The adsorption process could be followed on-line in a surface plasmon resonance (SPR) set-up (see below), so that the actual surface coverage of the two adsorbates could be determined
[ 111. To study the binding events at the substrate-solution interface we used a home-built SPR set-up, equipped with a i = 670 nm diode laser [ 12, 131. For a description of the physics of SPR and its application in binding studies we refer to previous work [ 14-161. For the present purposes it suffices to mention that the angle 8, under which a p-polarized light beam exhibits a minimum in reflectance when reflected at the glass-gold interface (c$ Fig. 2 to what is expected for an ideal SAR. We believe that an important reason for this discrepancy is our finding from a Monte-Carlo simulation that there is a fairly wide distribution of nearest-neighbour distances around the average, such that a non-negligible fraction of peptides has its nearest-neighbour distance appreciably below the average value.
However, from a practical viewpoint the use of an ordered SAR improves the surface affinity dramatically: Fig. 3 clearly demonstrates that the SAR is capable of specific binding of a complete monolayer of target molecule. This should be contrasted with previous experiments where receptor layers were adsorbed or covalently linked to underlying substrates: here only fractions of monolayers could be specifically bound [ 16, 171 . Figure 4 depicts the binding curve of Mab-16 at a 3 mol% coverage of A. From this figure an affinity constant approximately 2 x lo* M-' can be determined, not uncommon for an immunoreaction.
The larger surface density of active, well oriented peptides permitted us to measure very low coverages of Mab, resulting in a detection limit of 10-r' M of antibody (see Fig. 5 ).
SARs to lysozyme
The main difference from the above-described case is that lysozyme is a much smaller target molecule (MW z 14 kD). Figure 6 shows preliminary results for this system. Although the scatter in the different data points is fairly large, two observations can be made. (i) The response to the SAR composed of compounds B and C (Fig. 6(a) ) is, contrary to expectations, not very much larger than that to the "dummy" SAR composed of D and C (Fig. 6(b) ). (ii) Particularly in Fig. 6(a) , the interaction between SAR and lysozyme is largely reversible: at approximately 5 mol% coverage of B more than 80% of the bound lysozyme can be removed by washing. Figure 7 shows the result when a 10 mol% B/C SAR is treated with the enzyme trypsine. We see a decrease in the SAR thickness which can be interpreted as a lysis of peptide B at the lysine moiety. From the known structure of peptide B [18] it can then be concluded that five residues are removed from the peptide. As seen in Fig. 8 , the lop6 M lysozyme response to a thus modified SAR is comparable with that when no peptide is present. Now, both the "dummy" and the trypsine treated SAR have a hydrophilicity comparable with that of the "C" SAR, and thus the strong hydrophobic interaction of lysozyme with all these surfaces is roughly the same. Furthermore, it can be seen from Fig. 8 , curves B and C, that lysozyme is hardly removed after washing, which is in line with the results of lysozyme adsorption on a hydrophobic surface (data not shown). Also, electrostatic interactions are relatively unimportant, in view of the fact that at approximately pH 4 similar behaviour was found. It therefore seems highly probable that the results of both Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) represent a specific immunoresponse of lysozyme to the underlying SAR, while in Fig. 6(b) a certain proportion corresponds to a hydrophobic interaction. From the existing model for the lysozyme-compound B interaction [ 181 it can be inferred that not all residues in B participate in the binding. This allows for some freedom in the possibility of finding other peptide sequences exhibiting alternative specific interactions with lysozyme; possibly the "dummy" peptide could be one of these. It is clear, however, that in order to substantiate these speculations, additional experiments are necessary, where the nature of the interactions and their affinity constants are more thoroughly investigated.
Conclusions
From the present work the following main conclusions can be drawn.
(1) Synthetic peptides coupled to a self-assembling thiol compound provide a highly effective receptor layer which can allow for sensitive recognition of a target molecule. Such an ordered receptor surface is particularly compatible with the surface plasmon resonance sensor principle.
(2) The affinity constant of a peptide-target interaction can be of the same order of magnitude as that of an antibody-antigen couple. (3) From preliminary experiments it can be inferred that the use of small peptides brings into reach a true sensor system where, in contrast to antibody-antigen interactions, the binding is reversible.
